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Tiqets' More Ways To Culture: 20 Virtual
Museum Tours

Amsterdam, 17 March, 2020 - If the news around COVID-19 has put your travel plans on
hold, you can still enjoy some of the most iconic exhibitions and artworks from around the
world in the comfort of your own home. That’s right, just because you can’t elbow your way to
the front of the crowd before the Mona Lisa and enjoy her over the shoulders and iPhone
screens of other museum-goers doesn’t mean you don’t get to appreciate her at all!
Tiqets wants to help people exploring and finding more ways to culture, and one of them is
virtual museum tours. Keep reading to discover the 20 incredible virtual museum tours, from
the Guggenheim in New York to the Louvre in Paris.
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ABOUT TIQETS

Tiqets is on a mission to make culture more accessible for everyone. Tiqets was founded by four experienced
Dutch entrepreneurs who’d experienced the struggles of traveling ﬁrst-hand. People had to wait in long lines to
access top venues and couldn’t get tickets to popular attractions at the last minute -- discouraging people from
trying to experience culture in the ﬁrst place.
By providing a seamless booking experience all the way to entry, we get more people more frequently into both
hidden gems and the top museums and attractions.
Since then, Tiqets has helped millions of people discover and embraces cultural experiences across the globe with
instant, last-minute and mobile tickets. We’re proud to be the world’s most trusted museums and attractions
ticketing platform on Trustpilot.
The company is headquartered in Amsterdam and now employs 200+ people worldwide, including in Amsterdam
(HQ) as well as Seattle, Las Vegas, Orlando, Philadelphia, London, Copenhagen, Paris, Barcelona, Rome, Vienna,
Bangkok, Tokyo and Osaka. More information can be found on Tiqets.com.
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Tiqets highlights:
2014:

Tiqets is founded in Amsterdam and sells its ﬁrst tickets as a whitelabel service
2015:

Tiqets pivots to instant, last-minute, mobile tickets to museums and attractions for city travelers
2016:

Launched the Tiqets apps and Reseller portal
2017:

Expansion to the United States
Awarded the 'Fastest growing Dutch startup' title for second year in a row
2018:

First tours & activities partner of Reserve with Google
Expansion into APAC
Launched Tiqets Booking Engine to help venues sell on their own websites
2019:

More than 1 million app downloads
More than 10 million tickets sold to more than 2,000 venues
Raised $60M in Series C funding led by Airbnb
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